The objective of this work is to find a subgroup H of a finite group G which will give information about the order of the automorphism group of G and the structure of the automorphism group of G. An upper bound is found for the order of the automorphism group and conditions are given which insure that the automorphism group is solvable. Some information is given about a normal subgroup of a particular subgroup of the automorphism group. In this paper all groups are assumed to be finite.
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Abstract.
The objective of this work is to find a subgroup H of a finite group G which will give information about the order of the automorphism group of G and the structure of the automorphism group of G. An upper bound is found for the order of the automorphism group and conditions are given which insure that the automorphism group is solvable. Some information is given about a normal subgroup of a particular subgroup of the automorphism group. In this paper all groups are assumed to be finite.
1.0. Notations. i/g G, H A G, shall mean respectively, that H is a subgroup, a normal subgroup of a group G.
A (G) shall mean the automorphism group of G. (5) = subgroup generated by the subset 5 in G. Na(H) = the normalizer of the subset H in the group G. Hx <= x~lHx for x in G.
[
G : H] = index of the subgroup H in G.
g" is the image of the element g under the mapping a. H" is the image of the subset under the mapping a.
F(G ; H) ={aE A (G)\h" = h for each h in H}.
I G] is the number of elements in the group G. 1(G) shall mean the inner automorphism group of the group G. Let T^A(G) for a group G. K(G; T) is used to represent (g~lga\aET, gEG). K(G; T) is called the multiplier subgroup of T.
Liebeck [3] has shown that T may be a proper subgroup of the group of all K(G; F)-automorphisms. One easily shows that K(G; T)AG. Proof. K(G; A(G; H)) is normal in G, is a subgroup of H, and is admissible with respect to Y(G; H). Let M be a subgroup of G maximal with respect to these three properties.
Now define <j> mapping T(G; H) into A(G/M) by (g")^* = (gy)°w
here cris the natural homomorphism of GontoG/M a.nd y ET(G;H).
If gc and b" are two elements of G/M, then (g*o<0<?>* = (g»)(T>*(6')CT>*.
It then follows that (y)<p is an automorphism of G/M for each y in T(G;H).
For 7 and B in T(G; H), (g»)(i'«« = (g»)(7)+(s)*. It follows from this that c/> is a homomorphism of T(G; H) into A (G/M). The kernel of <j> is A(G; H). Therefore T(G; k)/A(G; H) is isomorphic to a subgroup of A (G/M).

UH^G, then T(G; H)°=T(G; H") and A(G; H)° = A(G; H") for a
in ¿(G). In 1937 Philip Hall [2] showed that if G is a solvable group, then the Sylow system S is yl(G)-intravariant. Then he showed that ^4(G) = /(G)r(G; S). With this he was able to arrive at an upper bound for the order of A (G). Later on an upper bound for | (AG) \ will be found. 
Therefore aEA(G; Na(H)). It is useful to know when C\a<=GT(G; H") = A(G; NG(H)). This brings us to Proposition 1.3.3. If H is a T(G; NG(H))-closed subgroup of G, then A (G; NG(H)) =C\^gT(G;H<>).
Proof. By 1.
3.2, r\eGr(G; H°) ^A(G; NG(H))^n^GT(G;NG(H)<l) It is easily shown that T(G; H«) =T(G; NG(H)') for each g in G. Therefore A(G; NG(H)) = i\eGr(G; Ng(H)>).
The converse of 1.3.3. is not true. Let H be the subgroup of the alternating group of degree 5 which is equal to ((1, 2) (3, 4)). NG(H) = ((1, 2) (3, 4), (1, 3)(2, 4)) and it can be shown that His not weakly closed in NG(H).
¿(G)-closed and A (G)-intravariant subgroups. In this section
the existence of an A(G) -closed subgroup H in the group G will be used to a establish the structure of A (G).
Lemma 1.4.1. If H is an A (G)-intravarianl subgroup of G, then A (G) is solvable if and only if T(G; H)/T(G; H)rM(G) and G are solvable.
Proof. If ¿(G) is solvable then it is obvious that T(G; H)/T(G; H) C\I(G) and G are solvable.
Conversely, suppose that G and T(G; H)/T(G; H)r\I(G) are solvable. By 1.2.2 A(G)=T(G; H)I(G). Hence ¿(G)//(G)^r(G; H)/T(G; H)ÍM(G).
Since G is solvable, 1(G) is solvable and A (G) is solvable. Proof. By 1.5.2, |¿(G)| =2" for some integer n. Hence ¿(G) is a nilpotent group and G is nilpotent.
Assume that there exists a prime p7£2 which divides \G\. Since G is a nilpotent group, ¿(G), is a direct product of the automorphism groups of the Sylow subgroups of G.
Let aEA (Hp) where Hp is the Sylow ¿»-subgroup of G. Note that a can be thought of as an element in A (G) that acts as the identity on H and is an element of A(G; H). If gEHp then g~1gaEHr\Hp = (i).
Therefore a is the identity on Hp and A(Hp)^(l).
Since 2<p, we have a contradiction.
Therefore H = G. The upper bound for |¿(G)| found in 1.5.1 is actually attained if G is the symmetric group of degree 3 and H is the alternating group of degree 3.
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